Abstract-Rough Set Theory propsed by Zdzilaw Pawlak as a mathematical tool for approaching imprecise knowledge and it has many applications in Datamining, Machine Learning,Morphology, Control Theory and Medicine etc., The basic concept of Rough Set Theory depends on equivalence relation. In this paper we introduce topologies into the realm of Rough Sets and investigate their properties.Mathematical properties of Rough Set Theory can be constructed from fragments of Algebra, Logical Implications and Topology. We aim at presenting a properties of Rough Set Theory by Topological Methods
I. INTRODUCTION
The basic concepts of Rough Set Theory proposed by Zdzislaw Pawlak in earlies of 1980, mainly for the purpose of data and knowledge analysis. The basic assumption of Rough Set Theory [2] is every knowledge in universe depends upon their capability of its classifications. So that equivalence relations are considered to define Rough Sets. The suggested topological properties of Rough Sets widely useful in granular computing [1] . This paper describes the basic topological properties of Rough Sets. Section II presents basic definitions of Rough Sets and Section III explains role on Rough Sets on Topological spaces with basic theorems. The conclusion work appears in section IV.
II. ROUGH SETS BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Elementary Knowledge is encoded in Rough Set Theory in the form of a pair where is a Universe of objects and is an equivalence relation on For such an elementary knowledge, we can form elementary granules of knowledge which are nothing but Equivalence Classes of R and they are defined for each object , consider the set such that ----------------(1) The set of all equivalence classes fo is called Quotient Set and it is denoted by , 
Each set of attributes induces the classification ----------------(3) Which is called LOWER AND UPPER APPROXIMATION
Equivalence relation is the basic property of Rough Sets for constructing Upper and Lower Approximation. Let be a Rough Set and can be approximated using only the information ISSN: 2231-5373 http://www.ijmttjournal.org
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contained within by constructing the Lower and Upper approximation of . Equivalence classes contained within belong to the Lower Approximation Equivalence classes within and along its border form the Upper Approximation ( ). They are expressed as
The Subset generated by Lower Approximation is characterized by objects that will definitely form part of a subset where as upper approximation will possibly form a part of a subset [4] .
REMARKS :
The Lower and Upper Approximations satisfy the following properties
Topology is a theory of certain set structures which have been motivated by attempts to generalize a geometric reasoning. We consider here Rough Sets that arise in an information system from the point of view of topology. Clopen Topology is a special type of topology which can be constructed from equivalence classes in which every open set is closed [1] .
Given
, where , the family does induce various topologies on the universe the topology is obtained by the family as an open base. A set is -Exact if otherwise it is said to be -Rough.
REMARK:
Given a -Rough Set , where -is an equivalaence relation on the collection . We say that if and only if and -Closed Rough sets can be represented as a pair where , . 
Proposition (i)
:
METRIC TOPOLOGY ON ROUGH SETS
Let us define the relation for fixed such that , where is the set of non-negative real numbers by the following combination
--------------------------------(6)
where satisfies -----------
The function is defined as
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Which satisfies the properties of metric space.
Proposition (ii):
The metric topology induced by coincides with the topology From the definition of when and
. Hence the sequence converges.
Definition
Let -be the family of all descending sequences of equivalence classes. Then limit of the sequence is denoted by , and defined by the following sets. .
Theorem(3)
If is a sequence of Rough Sets approximately converging to a pair of Closed Sets then does represent a .
Proof: If the sequence of Rough Sets approximately converging then it has the limit sets , which are closed and have approximation space, then they are .
Theorem (4)
Rough Complement is an isometric function on the space 
ROUGH ENTROPY MEASURE
Rough Entropy Measure [9] is defined on the basis of uncernity in granulation obtained by the relation on the universe which quantifies information with the underlying elements with limited discernibility between them . The Entropy Measure( defined on the basis of roughness measure to quantify the incompleteness which is given by the following expression
Where for any set and , Roughness Measure, -Base of Logarithmic function.
IV.CONCLUSION
We conclude that construction of topological properties on Rough Sets will help us to find rough measure which will enable to find the missing attribute values. Topological properties of Rough sets gives useful tool for creating the consistency base for Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) by rule induction and Clopen Topology plays vital role in digital image processing. Finally Topological Structure of this theory brings various techniques for Data Processing and Bio-mathematics.
